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Abstract

Index funds are those funds that seek to track the returns of the market benchmarks, such as the Wilshire 5000 and S & P 500 Index. Although many fund managers claim to outperform the market through experience and forecasting, a combination of cost savings, diversification and longevity had helped to keep index funds’ returns float to the top rankings. By using simple quantitative evidence, this paper explained in plain language how investing in index funds can help investors get ahead of the majority of fund managers in terms of consistent returns. The paper equally explained why index funds are likely to continue to outperform not only the average mutual funds but also the conventional stocks and bonds, both in the bull and bear markets.
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1. Introduction

Years after the 2007-2009 financial crises, the European and U.S. economy are still in frightening turmoil. In Spain, the public finance remains stretched and corporate bankruptcies are running at ten times the pre-crisis levels, causing unemployment rate to stay sticky at a record 27% [1]. In Cyprus, where much of the financial-services industry had collapsed completely, the economy had continued to experience shrinking GDP (the broadest measure of economic activity), which stood at 15% this year, implying that the country will be experiencing more years of hardship and will require painful structural reforms before its GDP could returns to anywhere near its level before the bail-out by the European Central Bank [2]. Overall, despite the greatly improved financial conditions over the past nine months, the European market remains mired in recession—a situation reminiscent of the tough days of the euro crisis that the region’s leaders thought were behind them. According to the available published evidence, by looking closely at the European statistics, we can identify several trends that stand out. First, output in the zone declined by 0.2% in the first three months of 2013 from its level late last year, which is the sixth consecutive quarter of a recession that started in late 2011. Second, in Germany, which is considered to be the biggest economy in the euro area, GDP rose by just 0.1%; while in France(the second biggest economy in the zone), it declined by 0.2%. Three, the decline in GDP in southern Europe were much bigger, particularly in Italy, where it declined by 0.5% [3]. The most troubling developments, however, is in the
United States, where GDP rose at a mere 1.8% annual pace between January and March [4], and unemployment still remained high despite all the reforms and bailouts implemented by Congress.

The effects of these developments are clear: many people are still out of work, consumer confidence is low, and with the value of savings, retiree pensions, and other forms of investments severely eroded by the wide fluctuations in the stock market, investors are jittery. The logical deduction from these developments is that, for the modern day investors, the gold standard would be to put their money in those securities that would provide capital preservation as well as ensure predictable steady returns. In this paper, I will argue, with evidence, how investing in index funds (that is, a collection of stocks in a particular sector of the market that tracks an index and are not managed by an individual [5]) can help investors keep investment costs down as well as reap significant investment returns over time via a combination of cost savings, low risk and longevity—the key factors that make index fund returns float to the top in rankings. Before presenting the theoretical groundwork that showcase the potency of index funds (with respect to providing investors with low-cost exposure to a wide range of asset classes that has solid long-term track records), it may be worthwhile to describe the performance of these funds over time.

2. The Index Fund Effect: Evidence from Performance

Broadly speaking, even though many super star fund managers fly around the world crunching reams of data and dissecting industries with the ultimate intention of beating the market, the available evidence had continued to show that index funds deliver higher returns than comparable actively managed funds. Independent studies suggests that over the past 10 years, large-company index funds that track the S & P 500 and small company index funds that mimic the Russell 2000 over-performs the average gain for comparable actively managed fund by as much as two percentage points a year. This important point may be clarified by the following two examples: According to the available published evidence, when we look at mutual fund performance data over the past two years, it would be observed that the S & P Composite 1500 beat 89.84 percent of all actively managed domestic stock funds. In addition, over the past three and five years, those numbers, which continues to depict a clear trend of S & P Composite 1500 over-performing actively-managed funds, were 73.24 percent and 67.72 percent, respectively. This fact about actively-managed funds underperforming the index funds also holds true for the bond funds, with the majority of active equity and bond managers in most categories lagging behind comparable benchmarks. For example, over the past five years, 93.62 percent of actively managed long government bond funds trailed the Barclays Long Government index [6].

There four main reasons for this. The first reason is related to the efficient market hypothesis, which states that all markets are efficient in digesting information about individual stocks or about the stock market in general. This implies that when information arises, the news spreads quickly and is immediately incorporated into the prices of stocks thereby making it impossible for investors to use technical and fundamental analyses to gain above normal returns. Thus both the uniformed investors buying diversified portfolios at the tableau of prices given by the market and the expert fund managers cannot always beat the market since they equally have access to security prices that fully reflect all known information about the market. In other words, a novice investor can obtain a rate of return that is as good as that achieved by fund managers [7].

The second reason that indexing works is due to low expense ratio—the annual fee that all funds managers charge their shareholders [8]. Broadly speaking, the typical range of expense level for managing public index funds is around 0.2% - 0.5%, which is much lower than the 1.3% - 2.5% (see Table 1) often charged by the actively managed funds [9]. Besides, index funds do not have the sales charges known as loads, which a common fee is charged by many mutual funds. As a practical matter, shelling out less in costs this way is a huge advantage because keeping expenses down is a priority for every investor as every dollar of expenses is one less dollar of gross return that goes to them. It should be stated here that these ratios are not as noticeable for investors in bull markets when returns are. However, the higher expense ratios become more conspicuous in bear markets because they are directly deducted from the meager returns. For instance, if the return on a mutual fund is 8% and the expense ratio is 3%, then the real return to the investor is only 5%.

When it comes to certainty in terms of broader diversified exposure to the financial markets, index funds reign supreme—the third reason why indexing outperforms managed funds. Thus by choosing these funds, un-informed investors know exactly what securities or portfolios they have at any given time. In the bigger picture, investors interested in large-cap stocks can put their money in, say, a Standard & Poor’s 500 index fund. Those
of them that prefer small cap stocks can simply buy a fund that tracks the Russell 2000 index or any similar benchmark for small companies. In a similar vein, getting all U.S. stocks—comprising of large, small, value, growth, all industries—in a single fund will require making an investment in a total U.S. stock market index fund. Furthermore, investors can make things really simple and invest a fully diversified portfolio with just two funds by adding a total international stock index and a total U.S. bond market index fund into their existing portfolio. The significant point to remember here is that even though investors can build a portfolio using actively managed funds, it would require more initial work and ongoing vigilance, for one important reason: While an investor can get an idea of how an actively managed fund will invest based on its prospectus and its Morningstar category, past experience had revealed that the fund managers has wide leeway to stray from their specified strategies, of which many of them often do. Hence, from a realistic perspective, investors can have a much easier time building a portfolio that they can be certain that it will have specific types of stocks and bonds in specific proportions with index funds.

The fourth and the biggest advantage of indexing for the investor can be summarized in three words: High tax efficiency. My contention here is that many actively managed fund managers often switch from security to security too frequently in an attempt to deliver loftier capital gains to shareholders. Unfortunately, such capital gains are subject to tax. Index funds tend to avoid capital gains tax since they track a specific benchmark (such as the S & P 500 or Russell 2000) and their selling is largely limited to getting rid of securities that leave the index or, in some cases, providing cash to redeeming shareholders, of which their managers can apply some legally approved techniques to limit taxable capital gains [10].

The balance of evidence presented in the forgoing discussion clearly indicates that index funds are better options for the average mutual fund investor for the simple reason that they are a highly diversified portfolio and hence are very difficult for actively managed funds to beat after factoring in costs and fees. In addition, because investors tend to pile into the good funds only after their managers have beaten their relative indices, the market is even getting harder to beat year after year. Besides, outperformance of the index funds is made more difficult to achieve in the future by another important factor: Once new money flows into these funds, costs tend to rise and the funds can get too large and cumbersome for the managers [11]. I will point out here, as a cautionary observation, that there are some exceptions to the general trend of outperformance as, even over a relatively long period, some actively managed funds have survived and even outperformed their benchmarks. It would be logical, therefore, to suggest that including such outperformers in a portfolio could also be the investment strategy of investors who use index funds.

Having examined the performance of index funds as well as the rationale for choosing them as the best option for investors, I am now ready to extend this discussion into one important area, which is, the presentation of a concise empirical and quantitative evidence for validating why low-cost index funds have a greater probability of outperforming higher-cost actively managed funds. This will be to focus of the following section.

Table 1. Average dollar-weighted expense ratios as of December 2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment Type</th>
<th>Actively Managed Funds</th>
<th>Index Funds</th>
<th>ETFs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Equity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-Cap</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Cap</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-Cap</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GICS Sectors</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Stocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed Market</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Market</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Bonds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: GICS = Global Industry Classification System. Source: Vanguard.
3. Index Fund and Diversification versus Low Risk: An Empirical and Quantitative Analysis

Perhaps the best way to gain an understanding of why index funds perform better than actively managed funds is to state emphatically that the former is more diversified than the latter. The basic insight here is that, except for index funds that track narrow market segments, a by-product of the way indexes are constructed is that most of them hold a broad range of securities to accurately track their target benchmarks. My contention here is thus that the broad range of securities derived from index funds is the prima facie evidence to suggest that indexing prevents events that affect one sector from affecting an entire portfolio—a situation that dampens the risks associated with specific securities as well as removes a component of return volatility [12].

This power of diversification is largely confirmed in 1952 by Harry Markowitz [13] via his modern portfolio theory (MPT) which embodied the view that investors have the opportunity to go beyond the usual benefits of diversification when they have a portfolio of stocks or funds that move in different ways, that is, a portfolio of stocks that are not correlated. He predicted that the lower the correlation among the investor’s portfolio, the higher the benefits of diversification and the least the portfolio risk for a given level of return. Given that Markowitz model of MPT is based on expected returns (means) and the standard deviations (variance) of various portfolios it shows investors (who are risk averse) how reduce their risk by choosing securities that has low correlation. Carried to its logical conclusions, Markowitz model (that is, the MPT) is the hallmark of index funds: when investors choose funds and stocks that tracks a broad stock market index they could significantly decrease the correlation among their portfolio and hence enlarge their nest eggs—an increase that can make a large enough difference to change the kind of house they live in, the college they can afford for their children, the kind of lifestyle they can lead when they retire, or, simply put, their overall quality of life.

Drawing inspiration from Markowitz model, I will now present the empirical groundwork for validating the power of index fund vis-à-vis diversification. Broadly speaking, the key factor in whether a diversified portfolio of index fund can reduce risk is the correlation coefficient ($\rho$)—a measure of the degree to which two variables move together. Given that index funds includes all (or a valid sample) of the securities in the index they represent, the risk of an index portfolio ($\delta_p$) is thus a combination of the weighted average of the standard deviations of the individual assets in the fund plus the correlation coefficients of these assets. According to the available published evidence, the numerical value of the correlation coefficients ranges from $-1$ (that is, negative correlation) and $+1$ (positive correlation) [14]. Hence in two sets of index portfolios that track different indices, the portfolio risk would be defined as follows [14]:

$$\delta_p = \sqrt{w_A^2 \delta_A^2 + w_B^2 \delta_B^2 + 2w_A w_B \cdot \rho_{AB} \delta_A \delta_B}$$

where $\delta_A$ and $\delta_B$ = standard deviations of funds A and B, respectively

$w_A$ and $w_B$ = weights, or fractions of the total funds invested in funds A and B.

$\rho_{AB}$ = the correlation coefficient between index funds A and B.

As I previously noted, portfolio risk can be minimized by diversification, which involves the combination of assets in an appropriate manner. For the sake of this analysis, this implies that the degree to which risk is minimized is dependent on the correlation of the assets being combined. For instance, by combining two perfectly negative correlated assets ($\rho = -1$), an investor can eliminate the overall portfolio risk completely because the diversification that results will smooth out portfolio fluctuations. In contrast, combining two perfectly positive correlated assets ($\rho = +1$) does nothing to reduce risk because diversification will not smooth out portfolio fluctuations [14]. Fortunately for the investor, in real life situations negative correlation is not required for diversification to help them reach their long-range financial goals while minimizing their risk. In a practical sense, all the investor need is for the individual securities to be less than perfectly correlated. The good news for investors is thus that index funds offers optimal diversification because the correlations between the index funds of various national markets are sufficiently low that the overall risk is considerably minimized. These important facts may be clarified by the following hypothetical example.

Suppose an investor have a portfolio ($\delta_p$) that consist of the two index funds (A and B) shown on Table 2, with the given weights ($w$) and standard deviations ($\delta$). Then the portfolio risk will be computed as follows:

$$\delta_p = \sqrt{w_A^2 \delta_A^2 + w_B^2 \delta_B^2 + 2w_A w_B \cdot \rho_{AB} \delta_A \delta_B}$$
Table 2. Portfolio consisting of index funds A and B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>w</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which gives [14]:

\[
\delta_p = \sqrt{\left(\frac{1}{3}\right)^2 \cdot (0.2)^2 + \left(\frac{2}{3}\right)^2 \cdot (0.1)^2 + 2 \rho_{AB} \left(\frac{1}{3}\right) \left(\frac{2}{3}\right) \cdot (0.2) \cdot (0.1)}
\]

\[
= \sqrt{0.0089 + 0.0089 \rho_{AB}}
\]

Given the above results, three outcomes may be possible from these portfolios. First, if we assume that the correlation coefficient between index funds A and B is +1 (that is, a perfect correlation), it means that when the value of A goes up in response to market conditions, the value of B also goes up, and vice versa. It equally means that B will go up at exactly the same rate as A. Thus the above portfolio risk when \(\rho = +1\) can be mathematically stated as follows [14]:

\[
\delta_P = \sqrt{0.0089 + 0.0089 (1)} = \sqrt{0.0178} = 0.1334 = 13.34\%
\]

Second, if \(\rho = 0\), then the assets (index funds) lacks correlation. In this case the risk of the portfolio will consist of the risk of the expected returns on the assets, which is simply the weighted average of the standard deviations of the individual assets in the portfolio. Simply put, when \(P_{AB} = 0\)

\[
\delta_P = \sqrt{0.0089 + 0.0089 (0)} = \sqrt{0.0089} = 0.0943 = 9.43\%
\]

Third, when \(\rho = -1\), it implies that the two index funds have a perfect correlation. In this case, as the value of asset A rises, the value of asset B declines at the very same rate, and vice versa. The result of these movements is clear: the risk of investing in assets A and B will be completely eliminated. Hence when \(P_{AB} = \omega 1\), the portfolio risk would become:

\[
\delta_P = \sqrt{0.0089 + 0.0089 (-1)} = \sqrt{0.0089 - 0.0089} = \sqrt{0} = 0\%
\]

Given the above computations, it can be inferred with considerable confidence that, while times of distress are likely to affect all markets for a short period of time, over a longer run the correlations between index funds can significantly decrease the risks of a portfolio. Thus, with fair justification, a portfolio that consists of different types of index funds will definitely serve investors far better than the actively managed funds.

4. Conclusion

In this paper I have presented and explored reliable evidence that support the use of indexing in investor portfolio. Given the analysis made in this paper, my proposal is thus that index funds should be the cornerstone of every investor’s portfolio. I must, however, temper this assertion with two important observations. First, from an entirely practical standpoint, an investor should not assume that all index funds will perform similarly since they are not all created equal. Second, it is clear beyond any shadow of doubt that the indexed strategies will not always outperform 100% of actively managed funds in a particular period. In spite of these plausible arguments, consistent outperformance of any one active manager has been rare due to management fees and trading costs, capital gains tax and the general efficiency of the financial markets. Hence from a realistic perspective, it would be reasonable to conclude that investors need to follow a simple mantra: Don’t try to beat the market. Buy and hold a diversified portfolio of index funds that is balanced to suit their personal investment plan.
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